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PRACTICE AREAS
Commercial Litigation

PRACTICE FOCUS
Gregory Emrick is an attorney whose practice focuses on advising and litigating issues of commercial disputes
and litigation, fiduciary obligations, business disputes, insurance coverage, insurance defense, professional
malpractice, and contested estate and guardianship matters. Mr. Emrick routinely pursues and defends claims
in commercial contract disputes and fiduciary breaches. He also advises on risk management both in the
context of litigation and in planning.

Mr. Emrick’s clients have come to rely on his holistic view of legal advice and adept representation. As an
advocate of preemptive risk management and alternative dispute resolution and mediation, Mr. Emrick’s
clients know that he values ensuring that they get client-focused representation utilizing legal strategies to
maximize their goals, whether the matter relates to administrative obligations under a Trust, the potential
liabilities arising from the administration of a Will and Estate, or the handling a contentious contract dispute.
Mr. Emrick’s practice brings him to the State and Federal Courts at both the trial and appellate levels, as well
as with various administrative agencies throughout Maryland. He believes the best representation comes
from a combination of open client communication, rigorous preparation, and determination. Understanding
his clients and their goals, strengths, and weaknesses allows him to provide guidance on the best way for
them to achieve their “win”.

Outside of work, Mr. Emrick cherishes the busy schedule required to keep up with his three elementary school
aged kids and his amazing wife. He is also a firm believer in giving back and taking responsibility to help
make a positive change in his community, which has led him to be heavily involved in Scouting BSA (Formerly
Boy Scouts of America) as a Cub Scout Den Leader, Assistant Cubmaster, and member of the Board of
Directors of the Baltimore Area Council, Mr. Emrick has been involved in helping to grow the values-based
youth program. He is also the President of his HOA and regular volunteer.

 

EDUCATION
University of Maryland School of Law, cum laude
(J.D., 2008)
Lafayette College (B.A., Philosophy, 2003)

ADMISSIONS
Maryland
Maryland Federal Court
District of Columbia Federal Court
Supreme Court of the United States
United States Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit

AWARDS
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